25 BY 2025
FUNDING ANNOUNCEMENT

NEW FUNDING WILL
FUEL THE FUTURE OF FOOD

Pulse Canada has received a significant investment from the federal government of
more than $2.3 million for 2021-23. Matched dollar for dollar by the pulse industry,
this partnership will enable the continued execution of the 25 by 2025 market
diversification strategy, which aims to see 25% of Canadian pulse production in new
markets and end use categories by 2025.

DIVERSIFYING MARKETS
The Canadian pulse industry has idenitified key markets and end-use categories for each major
pulse crop. Crop and ingredient-specific strategies have been developed to achieve the targets
outlined below, with two areas of focus:
1. Creating Efficiencies - Eliminating barriers to trade by ensuring continued market access, access to
crop protection products and advocating for improvement of domestic grain transportation.
2. Creating Opportunities - Marketing the health and environmental benefits of pulses, accelerating
research to create incentives to use pulses, and collaborating with key stakeholders to create food
systems that prioritize health and sustainability.

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS
Marketing the sustainability and
nutrition of Canadian pulses
Marketing campaigns and direct outreach will be targeted to consumers, foodservice
and food manufacturers in regions and product categories identified in the 25 by 2025
strategy. The sustainability, nutrition and “clean label” advantages of Canadian pulse
ingredients will be highlighted to set Canadian pulses apart in the plant protein space.

Marketing Canadian peas and faba
beans as sustainable feed ingredients
With growing interest in plant protein and sustainability, there is an opportunity to
leverage the sustainability advantages of Canadian peas and faba beans for producing
value-added sustainable meat products. Other product quality advantages and
potential animal health advantages of utilizing peas/favabeans in feed applications
will also be highlighted.
The Canadian pulse industry has invested in generating Life Cycle Assessments of
pulse crops grown across the prairie provinces. These assessments provide in-depth
data on the sustainability of the crop, and will be a key differentiator and advantage
for Canadian pulses in the feed landscape.

Creating knowledge to support Canadian pulse processors and
improve the functionality of Canadian pulse ingredients
A variety of commissioned research and market insights projects will provide value to the Canadian pulse processing
industry through identifying market opportunities, filling in missing knowledge gaps and solving key processing issues.
For example, significant volumes of starch are generated by pea protein fractionation, which currently has limited use in
food. Because of the increase in domestic processing capacity, the Canadian pulse industry will have a surplus of starch.
One focus of the 25 by 2025 strategy is finding markets for this starch in order to provide farmers and the industry with
increased demand and a predictable revenue stream on a byproduct that is presently seen as a loss leader.
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